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What is InterestING about Ostrava 

 
Recently, David wrote a short article for the Kingston synagogue magazine, 
explaining what is really of interest and value in the story of Ostrava.  You might 
like to read and comment on it: 
 

We know that KSDS has a sefer torah that came originally from Ostrava, so that 
gives us some slight connection with, and interest in, Ostrava but what makes it 

interestING? 

 

Ostrava is situated in the Czech Republic 250 miles due East of Prague, on the 

Polish and Slovak borders.  It was a major coal and steel town although all the 

mines have now closed and there is no major iron or steelworks operating there.  

There is high unemployment and a plethora of second-hand goods shops.  

Historically, it had no famous rabbis or yeshivot, indeed, Jews were barred from 

living or even spending the night there until the late 18th century.  No major battles 

took place there and Napoleon, on his way to attack the Austrian Empire and 

conquer Russia, carefully avoided it.  The 1925 Guide Michelin mentions Ostrava 
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as a place on the railway line but does not recommend a visit although it does say 

that the country side in the local mountains is “fine enough”.  So why am I 

interested and, more importantly, why would you be? 

 

The answer lies in the detail. 

 

Ostrava was on the border between Moravia and Silesia and, depending on the 

period of history,that meant between Austria and Poland.  In any event, Ostrava 

was a frontier town, in the borderlands between Europe (Germanic) to the West and 

South and the Slav lands to the North and East.  That location gave it a cultural and 

ethnic mix, a feeling of strangeness or foreign-ness.  Until the late 18th century it 

was a small and insignificant market town with a population in the area nowadays 

of Greater Ostrava of fewer than 2000 people and an air of a rough border town.  

150 years later, by 1930, it was a town of 225,000 people and an economic and 

cultural powerhouse.  It had a population of almost 10,000 Jews and in the central 

part of town, in Moravská Ostrava, Jews made up over 15% of the population.  

There were 6 synagogues in Ostrava. 

 

This dramatic transformation was driven by two events, the discovery of hard black 

coal and Edicts of Emancipation.  The coal was suitable both for iron and steel 

manufacture and also for burning in steam engines.  The industrial revolution had 

arrived in the Austrian Empire.  And the Emperor had issued Edicts allowing non-

Catholics to study at University, practice trades and professions, and move and live 

where they wished.  Suddenly, Ostrava offered huge opportunities as 

industrialisation developed apace and large numbers of immigrants, including for 

the first time Jews and Protestants, arrived. 

 

So Ostrava is a town of migrants and their descendants.  These migrants, 

determined to seize the opportunities offered and freed from constraints of family, 

religion, or custom (all of which had been left behind), made the town into a 

dynamic forward-looking and advanced place.  It had electric trams before London 

did, and photographers operated there within a year of the development of 

photography.  The Rothschilds and the Guttmans developed the coal, iron and steel 

works to rival anything in Sheffield or the Ruhr. 

 

The new migrants built and patronised theatres, opera, and concert halls.  They 

became doctors, lawyers and musicians.  They built hospitals, an old people’s 

home, schools – including a Jewish School - an orphanage and an apprentice 

training school and hostel.   

 

The multi-ethnic nature of the population continued and mutual tolerance was 

widespread.  Until the late 1930’s, there was almost no anti-semitism and Jews 

were well integrated into the life of the town.  The tolerance extended to within the 

Jewish community itself.  The main synagogue followed what we would now call a 

reform or liberal service, with an organ on Shabbat and Yom Tov (played by a non-

Jew!) and a mixed choir.  A non-Jewish female opera singer performed on High 

Holy Days.  At the other extreme, Rabbi Forscher was sent to Ostrava by the 

Bobover Rebbe to be minister, shochet, mohel, and chazan to the Zabřeh 

synagogue.  And everyone seemed happy with the range of service and observance. 
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The Zionist organisation in Czechoslovakia had its headquarters in Ostrava and 

Teddy Kollek (later mayor of Jerusalem) was the shaliach and appeared as 

Mordechai in the Purimspiel.  The Maccabi movement held its international games 

in Ostrava in the 1920’s.   

 

It was not the Garden of Eden nor Nirvana, but it was a good approximation to a 

good civil society. 

 

And it was all destroyed within 3 months, in 1939.  The Germans invaded Ostrava 

on 14th march 1939 and by the end of June all the synagogues had been destroyed, 

Jewish doctors, lawyers and civil servants had been prevented from working and 

Jewish children barred from school. 

 

So what is interesting about Ostrava?  The fact that immigration and tolerance lay 

behind a tremendous economic and cultural flowering; and that the efforts of 150 

years could be destroyed for ever by racism, bigotry and intolerance within a few 

months.  Are there lessons here for us today? 

 
 

Ostrava Old Photos 

 
Victoria Bursa continues to send us wonderful photographs old Ostrava.   Look at 
https://youtu.be/kBFoe-F_XFY and wallow in nostalgia!  And also see the 
chocolate shop on the corner, which her father used to run! The photo comes 
from Facebook, Zapomenuta Ostrava ( Ostrava forgotten) 
 

 
 
While researching material for our History of Ostrava, we were looking for some 
material from Julius Kittl, a book and postcard publisher in Ostrava.  Victoria 
found some for us, so here is a bit more nostalgia! 
 

https://youtu.be/kBFoe-F_XFY
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News of Ostravaks 

 
Alice Anson 
 
Alice wrote to us, commenting on Newsletter #43: 

 
Bertie (Norbert, Bubik) Goldberg 
 
Dear David 
I am saddened to write and tell you that my wonderful father passed away 
after what was a short illness. …Thank you for all you did for him in helping 
him relive his youth we will always be grateful. 
Philip 

25th April 2016 
 
Bertie was, we think, the oldest Ostravak and was always interested 
and involved in our activities.  He leaves a huge void. 
 
Irma Roth 
 
David,  
My mother Irma Markus Roth died on1/29/16 born Vachstadt Czech 
4/8/12.  There is a utube message: "the Irma Roth story" describing 
her escape from Czech in 1940.  
Tom Roth 
 
John Gould 
 

John, the son of Katya Gould, died on 11th May after a long illness.  
He was always interested in his own family roots in the region, and 
those of others and he contributed greatly to our research.  We will 
all miss him. 
 
Otto Winecki 
 
Dear David,  
I am writing to inform you that my husband OTTO WINECKI (OTON 
WINDHOLZ) passed away on the 26 November 2015 at the age 92. 
 According to Otto’s last wish part of His ashes was buried on the 4th 
of May 2016 in the family grave in Ustron, Poland (Teshner 
Shlesien).  -  together with His parents and grandparents. It was a 
very emotional occasion.  He was the last local Jew and as such He 
was buried with full honors.  We – the family (myself, our daughter, 
son-in-law and grandchildren) just came back from Ustron to 
Melbourne. 
With regards 
His wife Krysia Winecki - Windholz  
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Dear David, thanks as ever for the newsletter. Though I do not know anybody 

mentioned therein but am in hope that there is something that might give me a 

contact 

Peter Barber’s history of his father mentioned that they lived in the 

Bahnhofsgtrasse.  My father’s family had a shop there on the corner of Maigasse 

what one would now call a newsagent, selling paperbacks as well. 

I have visited that place many years ago and it is a Bank now and I never been 

able to find anybody who knew this place and had no contact with any of their 

friends though some of them did actually escape before they all were deported. 

 

We are just about managing these days with the great help of our oldest daughter 

now retired and we keep in touch with all the family. But we have both given up 

driving and now rely on others and I have retired from all my charity work 

which makes life less interesting, but comfortable in our bungalow. 

hope you and family are well with best wishes  

Alice and Colin 

Does anyone know the corner of Bahnhofstrasse and Maigasse, or Alice’s grandparents 
shop – the family name was Gross.  Please let David or Monica know, if you do. 
 
Madeleine Isenberg 
 
The mention of 4711 Eau de Cologne sparked quite a lot of nostalgia and Madeleine sent 
us a photo to spark even more.  She wrote giving us a link to an Ostrava genealogical site: 

 
 
 
 

Barbara Gilford 
 
Barbara also had a nostalgia attack and wrote to us: 
 

Dear David, 

As a result of reading the latest newsletter, it reminded 

me also of my grandmother, Annie SACKS, who 

definitely used the 4711.  In fact, since my mother lived 

with us for the last 16 years of her life, I still have a lot of 

her things.  So I found a little empty bottle of 4711 that 

she kept.  I wonder if she also kept that as a souvenir of 

her mother?  Attached photo. 

 

Also, I see that Randy Schoenberg (of renown, and "The 

Woman in Gold" fame), who coordinates the Czech-

Austrian Special Interest Group.  He is also a big 

promoter of the Geni software and various projects.  

Personally, I prefer NOT to use Geni, despite all the good 

things they have.  In any case, I don't know if you or 

others have seen it, but please check this out about MO. 

 

https://www.geni.com/projects/Jewish-Families-from-

Ostrava-M%25C3%25A4hrisch-Ostrau-Moravia-Czech-

Republic/13170 
 

https://www.geni.com/projects/Jewish-Families-from-Ostrava-M%25C3%25A4hrisch-Ostrau-Moravia-Czech-Republic/13170
https://www.geni.com/projects/Jewish-Families-from-Ostrava-M%25C3%25A4hrisch-Ostrau-Moravia-Czech-Republic/13170
https://www.geni.com/projects/Jewish-Families-from-Ostrava-M%25C3%25A4hrisch-Ostrau-Moravia-Czech-Republic/13170
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 Receipt of the latest Ostrava journal has set up an inchoate longing for 

connection with you all.  I could just hop a plane for the opportunity to see your 

progress on the book that really seems to focus on remembering the lost world of 

the Jews of Ostrava. 

  

Reading a recollection of skiing in the Tatra mountains with the Maccabee 

Sports Asociation by Hanna Slome (née Beer) reminds me of my father, Han's 

Buchsbaum's stories of that.  This was before ski lifts and the group would hike 

to the top, each with the lunches they carried in their knapsacks, and then ski 

down the mountain.  My father also competed in the Maccabee Olympics in 

track (but he might have exaggerated this).  Could Hanna have known him?  He 

was born in 1910 and left Ostrava when the Germans invaded. 

  

Soon after my father left CZ, my grandmother, Clara Babad Buchsbaum, fled to 

Italy where she was interned in a villa with other refugees.  She wrote numerous 

letters to my father, to England and to the U.S., until she was rounded up, 

transported to Auschwitz-Birkenau, and exterminated.  Translation of these 

letters (a story for another day) as well as letters from my father's sister Gretl 

Buchsbaum Spitzer, her husband Hugo Spitzer and their daughter Susie (all 

perished inTreblinka) have also been translated.  The letters reflect my 

grandmother's great and enduring love for my father who worked desperately to 

get her out of Europe.  They also reflect her resourcefulness and self-advocacy in 

her own attempts.  I wonder if there is anyone still living who remembers the 

name Buchsbaum.  The family publishing business was on the Bahnhofstrasse 

which my sons and I visited in 2008.  Cousin's Susie's portrait hangs in the 

Jewish Community Center in Ostrava. 

 The living story of my Buchsbaum family is engraved on my heart.  Instead of 

giving me tragedy and loss, my father gave me wonderful stories of his family 

and himself.   

I wish you a very Happy Passover and glorious Spring.  

                                                                                                                  

With warmest regards, 

Barbara Gilford                             

 

Ann Altman 
 
Ann was recently in Israel, and wrote to us after our last Newsletter: 

Thank you for the Ostrava newsletter, which is a wonderful gift to the Ostravak 

community every time it appears.   

I was in Israel last month, visiting my Ostravak friends, that is to say, John Eisner 

and his cousins.  I didn't learn anything new about my family history but it was 

lovely to chew over what we all already knew and to see Ostravak grandchildren 

(again) and great grandchildren (for the first time)…. it represents a victory over evil 

- everyone in the photo is either descended from the Ostravak Director Eisner or 

married to a descendant.   

 
Janina Müller 
 
Janina wrote to us, seeking information about her grandfather,  
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We found your newsletter number 25 from summer 2012 online, in which some 

members of your community remember Rudi Unger.  We believe Rudi is related 

to us, and we are wondering if you have more information on him, or if anyone in 

your community knows if he still has family after his death. 

We know that Rudi Unger was related to our grandfather Frank W Muller (born 

in Ostrava in 1914) who corresponded with Rudi in the period between 1968 and 

1972 after he emigrated from Czechoslovakia to England. Frank lost all his 

family in Holocaust and Rudi was the only person from his family who escaped 

Hitler (via Dominican Republic) and settled later on in Australia. 

 

We are interested if there are any relatives who could tell us more.  Any help and 

guidance you could provide would be much appreciated.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Janina Mueller 

 

Please let Monica or David know if you have any information or can help in the 
search. 
 
Daniel Horák (Hirschfeld) 
 
Daniel wrote to us seeking information about his father and uncle, Kurt and 
Ernst Hirschfeld.  They fled from Ostrava after the invasion, fought under Gen. 
Klapálka in N. Africa, and returned to Ostrava after the war but could find no 
surviving family.  They changed their name to Charles and Ernest Brenner. 
 
Daniel’s grandfather and grandmother, Frieda, was killed in a concentration 
camp in Belarus or Ukraine.  Their cousin Lotte and Fritz Steinhaus flew from 
Karlovy Vary to Merano, Italywhere they were held in a camp in Italy, but 
survived. 
 
If you have any information about the family, please contact Monica aor David 
 
 
Peter Ebner – Rufeisen family 
 
Peter is researching the history of his family: 

Together with historian Evelyn Adunka I am preparing a book publication on the 

circle of friends and acquaintances of my grandparents Paul Diamant and Sylvia 

Ebner Diamant.  Josef Rufeisen was one of them. Having found that beautiful 

picture on your website I wonder if there is somebody who could tell me more 

about the family. 

We have been able to provide some information to Peter but if anyone has any 
further information on the Rufeisen family, please let Monica or David know. 
 
Robert Forster 
 
Fred and Aviva Forster contacted us about Fred’s father, Robert: 
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Robert Forster, was born in Ostrava where his family lived until they were 

transported to death camps.  Their names are engraved on the walls of the 

Pinchas Synagogue. 

 

Robert was a structural engineer at the Vitkovice Factory.  At the close of 1938, 

he was one of 4 engineers sent to the U.S. to supervise the construction of the 

Czech Pavilion for the 1939 World's Fair in New York.  By the time the Czech 

Pavilion opened, Czechoslovakia was no longer an independent country.  The 

Nazis demanded the engineers return, with the money they had to construct the 

Pavilion, but the engineers refused.  The Czech Pavilion was supported by then 

Mayor LaGuardia who helped raise money for the completion of the Pavilion. 

 On the wall of the Pavilion was written, "After the tempest of wrath has passed 

the rule of thy country will return to thee O Czech people." 

 

Robert was the sole survivor of his family and he never returned to Ostrava.   
 
Recently, Fred celebrated his 70th Birthday on RMS Queen Mary, which had 
brought his father to America.  Fred and his wife Aviva came to London at the 
beginning of June and met David and Judith.  They also had a tour of the 
Memorial Scrolls Museum, guided by Ariel Friedlander. 

  
l. to r. David, Aviva, Fred, Judith Ariel Friedlander and Fred 

Forster in the Scrolls Museum 
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The Most Jewish Goyisch Choir Leader 
 
Aviva also sent us an article about Tomaš Novotny of Ostrava University and his 
Klezmer choirs. 
 It is from the website TheJewniverse.com and you can listen to a clip of the choir 
on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwQYQ8pAikw  

 

The Most Jewish Goyish 

Choir Leader in Europe 

By Zachary Solomon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwQYQ8pAikw
http://thejewniverse.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ba13d322ff1efbe114aeb6779&id=fe5ac686f8&e=8d570f7022
http://thejewniverse.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ba13d322ff1efbe114aeb6779&id=fe5ac686f8&e=8d570f7022
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Dr. Tomáš Novotný isn’t Jewish, but you wouldn’t know it from looking at his CV. 

Novotný, a professor of comparative religion, Judaism, and Hebrew at Ostrava 

University in the Czech Republic, leads as culturally Jewish of a life as you can 

get. After studying Torah in Prague, he eventually fell in love with modern Hebrew 

and Jewish music. His philo-Semitism, Dr. Novotný told us, simply stems from all 

of the Jewish friends and classmates he had growing up—not to mention his 

mother, whose Jewish friends “were always part of her stories.” 

Though academia may be Dr. Novotný’s day job, his real passion, it seems, is 

Hebrew choral music. One semester, Dr. Novotný put his musical training to good 

use (he studied French Horn and Conducting at Prague Conservatory), by 

teaching Hebrew through music. It was from this class that Dr. Novotný’s passion 

was born: he founded a girls’ choir—Adash—that has performed hundreds of 

concerts of Hebrew music. 

He also conducts Noach, a choir whose oeuvre borrows from Hasidic music, with  
a klezmer duo for accompaniment.  The name Noach refers to the fact that the 
choir’s members are sons of Noah—that is, not Jewish.  And if all that isn’t 
impressive enough, Dr. Novotný once won a competition composing a Yiddish 
song—but that, he told us, “is another long story.” 
 

 
Ostrava Torah Pointer 

 
Pepek Salomonovič was recently in Ostrava and bought an old Torah Yad 

thejewniverse.com/2016/the-most-jewish-goyish-choir-leader-in-europe
http://thejewniverse.us5.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=ba13d322ff1efbe114aeb6779&id=378bac6c88&e=8d570f7022
http://thejewniverse.us5.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=ba13d322ff1efbe114aeb6779&id=e77cdce675&e=8d570f7022
http://thejewniverse.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ba13d322ff1efbe114aeb6779&id=c55d5c695c&e=8d570f7022
http://thejewniverse.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ba13d322ff1efbe114aeb6779&id=fb7fe10c68&e=8d570f7022
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(pointer) which it is believed came from one of the synagogues in Ostrava.  Can 
you recognise it? 
 

 
 

 

Another Ostrava Sefer –Fulton, Maryland USA 
 
The Memorial Scrolls Trust was recently contacted by Rabbi Craig Axler ofTemple 

Isaiah in Fulton MD.  That community also has an Ostrava sefer.  We are delighted to 

have made contact with them and look forward to hearing more about them in the 

future. 

 
 

Kindertransport Commemorative Rail Journeys 
 
Papyrus Rail advertise themselves, http://www.papyrus-rail.com/, as: 
 “From 2016 we will operate a series of group journeys by rail in commemoration 
of the 1938/39 Kindertransporte”.  This notice is only for information and is NOT 
a recommendation. 
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